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A monolithic view of Classic Maya society as dominated by divine rulers who inexplicably ceased to erect monuments with long-count dates during the ninth century is examined by reference to new information from Terminal Classic sites in the Sibun Valley of Belize. In this locale and elsewhere, the construction of circular one-room buildings -with striking associated artefacts -may be interpreted as signalling social tensions between the orthodoxy of Classic Maya divine rulers and the more heterodoxic beliefs and practices associated with circular structures built at the end of the Classic period. The round buildings are contextualized within the diversity of architectural expressions of the Sibun Valley and also within a peninsula-wide network of shrines. The chronological placement and character of the Sibun shrines is discussed by way of radiocarbon assays, obsidian sourced by INAA, and raw materials used for groundstone at sites throughout the valley. The presence of marine shell and speleothems -likely used as architectural adornment -found in close association with Sibun Valley round buildings permits discussion of the manner in which elements of the local effected a translation of heterodoxic tenets into vernacularized shrine architecture.
structural supports for houses, kitchens and community shrines. While the palimpsest character of this landscape is particularly noteworthy, the spotlight of this study is trained upon the time before European/ US incursions and a body of evidence that suggests the presence of heterodoxic ritual practices linked with military sodalities and bulk trading of everything from cacao seeds to cotton. In a manner that may be analogous to southwest Asia in which trade is considered to have provided a mechanism for the spread of a newly emergent Islam and associated religious architecture (Crone 1987, 250) , distinctive religious architecture in the form of small, circular buildings was built in the Sibun Valley during the final centuries of the Classic period. Evidence presented here suggests that this religious architecture instantiated ritual practices that existed in tension with prevailing Classic Maya ideo logy of divine and hereditary rulership. In the sense elaborated by Bourdieu (1977, 167-71) , the circular buildings that housed these practices can be understood as heterodoxic in reference to the more orthodox structures of authority materialized
After searching for a location to film the 1986 movie Mosquito Coast, Hollywood producers settled upon the Sibun Valley -a lush, tropical locale in the centre of the newly postcolonial Caribbean nation of Belize. Unhindered by regulations or cultural-impact assessments, set-builders fabricated an idyllic residential compound directly on top of abandoned Late Classic Maya earthen platforms. Nearby, the infamous icehouse -to be dynamited in a spectacular explosion at the climax of the film -was built on the first terrace of the river. Harrison Ford played a messianic US expatriate whose delusional visions included the introduction of ice to indigenous peoples. Today, older Creole residents fondly remember the week following the explosion when large ice blocks could be freely fished from the river. Debris from the destroyed and dismantled movie set still litters the landscape, comingling with rusty handsaws and stumps of mahogany from nineteenthcentury logging operations, olive-jar sherds from seventeenth-century Spanish entradas and eighth-to ninth-century Maya earthen platforms built as sub-in Classic Maya royal courts. Heterodoxy here refers to innovative beliefs and practices materialized in a new architectural form.
Situated on the cusp of the transition between Classic and Postclassic periods (ad 800-1000), this study attends to a time and place of political transformation that -while not well understood -has provided rich fodder for doomsday prophets and environmental determinists alike (see reviews in Aimers 2007; McAnany & Gallareta Negrón 2009; Webster 2002) . There is no doubt that these were chaotic times during which millennial-old structures of authority -dynasties with deep taproots -were swept aside. Exactly how and why governance by k'uhul ajaw (divine ruler) proved non-resilient to the challenges at hand has been reiteratively yet inconclusively debated. Research findings presented here indicate close coincidence between waning dynastic power (as indicated by a regional cessation of monument dedications containing Maya long-count dates by ad 909) and the construction of a new kind of ritual architecture, particularly on the northern and eastern margins of the central Petén stronghold of divine rulership. Of particular significance is the adept manner in which the ideological tenets underlying Terminal Classic circular architecture were translated into local vernacular by indexing marine and karstic landscapes proximate to the Sibun Valley. This locale may be understood as a microhistory of Classic Maya societal conflicts that pervaded the ninth-century lowlands and ultimately resulted in the dissolution of dynastic structures of authority.
Cementing and contesting power through religious architecture
During the first millennium bc and the first millennium ad, populations inhabiting the Maya region participated in the long-standing and widely distributed practice of building religious shrines, often of monumental proportions. During the Classic period (ad 250-900), a potent blending of religious belief with political power -embodied in the k'uhul ajaw (sacred or divine ruler) -formed the juggernaut of Classic Maya hereditary aristocracies and was represented materially by the oft-cited litany of massive pyramidal shrines, stone palaces and carved hieroglyphic monuments. Political power literally was written in stone to create what Ricoeur (1985, 106) describes as 'monumental time'. However, the construction of Classic Maya authority was more variable than popular accounts concede; not all parts of the Maya region were politically integrated within and dominated by k'uhul ajaw. Perhaps fewer than three dozen royal courts attended by divine rulers and their entourage existed within the central lowlands (the Guatemalan Department of El Petén, the western portion of Belize, and adjacent Mexican states). Material manifestations of this religious and political orthodoxy enjoyed a patchier distribution in northern Yucatán, along the eastern Caribbean seaboard, and in the southern portions of the Maya region, although the outlying southeastern capitals of Copán and Quirigua represent spectacular exceptions. Another extraordinary exception -although for different reasons -is the Late-to-Terminal Classic site of Chichén Itzá in northern Yucatán (Cobos Palma 2004) . There, architecture, icono graphy and hieroglyphic texts that project an ideology and mode of governance congruent with Classic Maya orthodoxy exist side-by-side with hetero doxic architecture ( Fig.  1 ) and iconography that increasingly are thought to have signalled the presence of a Mesoamerican tollan. A tollan is a supra-regional pilgrimage locale at which initiates were invested into military sodalities that conferred a kind of political legitimization, which was recognized increasingly throughout Mesoamerica during Terminal-and Post-Classic times and was not so closely aligned with Classic-period aristocratic structures of authority (Kowalski & Kristan-Graham 2007; Ringle 2004 ). This study presents evidence that the Caribbean seaboard -framing the eastern edge of the stronghold of Late Classic Maya divine ru lers -was involved in the promotion of this kind of ideology coeval with or perhaps prior to its detection at Chichén Itzá.
Foundational to understanding the significance of circular architecture is recognition of two characteristics of the Classic Maya built environment that held particular salience: (1) the importance of size; and (2) the predominance of rectangular architecture -whether religious, administrative or domestic. The size and adornment of a pyramidal structure spoke to the capacity of a ruler to attract a following of talented engineers, sculptors and scribes as well as a general labour force to quarry, transport and construct religious edifices that even by twenty-first-century standards are considered monumental. Such structures, whether dedicated to a deity or an ancestor, inevitably were capped with a rectangular temple. Rectangular stone palaces often roofed with corbelled vaults comprised the courts of Classic Maya aristocracies (Inomata & Houston 2001 ) and this rectangular footprint was reiterated in more modest residences in which the majority of Classic Maya peoples lived and continue to live with the intriguing exception of apsidal-shaped houses. Foucault's (1965) analysis of the power of architectural form to cement difference and impose disciplinary regimes resonates with the manner in which hierarchy was inscribed upon Classic Maya urban cityscapes. Lawrence and Low (1990) , and many others, note how a built environment contours the lived experiences of those who inhabit it. This experiential milieu takes on particular significance in relation to religious architecture, which is both powerful and performative. In this regard, a change in religious architecture would seem to be foundational if one follows Sahlins's (1981, 67) notion that change is a failure of reproduction. So, what does it mean that ninth-century elite residential compounds built in the lower part of the Sibun Valley were constructed in reference to a circular, one-room shrine skirted with a bench and built on top of a low building plinth (Fig. 2) ? How did this circular and non-residential form -often associated with the feathered serpent of the Mexican highlands (Carrasco 2000; Florescano 1999; Nicholson 2000; Ringle et al. 1998; Taube 2000 ) -come to be built in the Sibun Valley and elsewhere? And was the translative efficacy of beliefs and practices associated with this ritual architecture boosted through integration of materials from the local landscape? 
Lived experience in a karstic riparian landscape
Local landscape entangles with human perceptions, motivations and desires to create a vernacularized use of space. This seems to be the case particularly in reference to spiritual and economic concerns that map onto landscape in ways that result in local translation of widespread practices (Ashmore 2009; Brady & Ashmore 1999) . As Arnold (2001) discusses in reference to the Valley of Mexico, an intimate and bi-directionally affective relationship between landscape and inhabitants was amplified within Mesoamerican cosmologies because elements of landscape were accorded agency and perceived as a medium that actively channelled communication between supernatural and human worlds. This concept, which prefigures Latour's (2005) formulation, was actualized in the local landscape of the Sibun Valley by a flood-prone river and regions of cockpit karst that are riddled with caves (Fig. 3) . The latter were perceived as points of entry to the powerful and dangerous underworld as well as the abode of supernatural beings such as the storm deity, the earth lord and a hunting deity (Brady & Prufer 2005; Brown 2005; Prufer & Brady 2005; Stone 1995) . Both caves and rivers are associated with fertility that is dependent on life-giving water. As Peterson (2006, 96-131) Wright and colleagues (1959, 192) as the most volatile river in Belize, the Sibun River drains the northeast flank of the Maya Mountains and flows east/northeast to the Caribbean Sea (Fig. 3) . Subject to flash flooding during the rainy season -which is coterminous with the growing season -this valley is an uncertain place to farm annual crops such as maize. Today, the fertile soils of the valley terraces are covered primarily with citrus orchards and secondarily with cacao trees. For this landscape, it is likely that arboriculture has always been the agrarian practice of least risk. Sturdy tree trunks can withstand the turbulence of high-velocity flood waters and some tree roots, such as those of cacao, tolerate complete submersion for limited periods of time. The Late Classic settlement of the valley may be attributable to the increased importance of tree crops -most notably cacao -and an expanding demand for cacao seeds in parts of the Maya region that were not well-suited to cacao arboriculture . This 'food of the gods' (as it was called by eighteenth-century botanist Carolus Linnaeus) was offered as tribute at Classic Maya royal courts (McAnany 2010, 286-96) . It is conspicuously shown as white bags labelled with a bar-dot seed count in the tribute presentation scene (Room 1) of the Bonampak murals (Houston 1997) .
As settlement quickened along the terraces of the Sibun River, so did cave visitation. Of the 3945 temporally sensitive pottery sherds collected from the floors of caves -primarily the dark zones deep within cave interiors -just over 50 per cent (n = 1996) are diagnostic of the Late-Terminal Classic period (Peterson 2006, 104) . In the course of documenting ritual pilgrimage to these underworld places, broken stubs of speleothems (cave precipitants such as stalactites, stalagmites and many other forms) were often noted within cave chambers: the significance of this alteration is discussed shortly.
A total of 22 Maya settlements were identified within five sampled transects that crosscut the Sibun Valley (Fig. 3) ; excavations were conducted at eight sites within the valley. Artefacts recovered from excavations suggest that while the Late-to-Terminal Classic domiciles built on top of earthen platforms were relatively modest in construction, they contained artefacts that suggest well-established linkages with trading networks that moved obsidian and basalt from the Guatemalan highlands (located to the south) into the Maya lowlands. Primarily a polyhedral core and prismatic blade technology, obsidian occurred in the Sibun settlements as broken and discarded prismatic blades with the occasional presence of an exhausted polyhedral core or an overshot flake. The presence of reduction debris suggests that obsidian Table 1 ). More recent analysis also conducted by Glascock employed X-ray Fluorescence to determine source area for 30 additional obsidian artefacts from the Sibun Valley; results were strikingly similar.
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Based upon hand-specimen analysis of 104 groundstone artefacts, raw material for tools such as manos, metates and celts was acquired both locally and from highland sources to the south. The Sibun River originates in a granitic portion of the Maya Mountains and large boulders of granite of up to a metre in diameter can be found along the riverbank in the upper portion of the valley. Thus, it is not surprising that 39 per cent of groundstone artefacts were made of granite (Table 2) . On the other hand, basalt is not local to the valley, yet 27 per cent of the groundstone artefacts were fashioned from basalt and another 5 per cent from metamorphics and slate that are not known to be locally available. As Table 2 indicates, 32 per cent of recovered groundstone could not have been acquired locally, 45 per cent matches locally available sources of granite, chert and sedimentary rock, and 23 per cent cannot be sourced by hand-specimen analysis. Upon gross analysis, the ratio of locally acquired to imported groundstone tools appears to be roughly even although the groundstone metates made of vesicular basalt are spatially clustered in the lower part of the valley in close association with circular stone buildings. This association provides an indicator that these structures materialized links to a broader network. Significantly, that network extended to the south rather than to the north.
As part of the Xibun Archaeological Research Project, excavations were conducted by project members at several sites in the lower valley (detailed descriptions can be found in McAnany 1998; McAnany & Thomas 2003; McAnany et al. 2004) . Three sites -Pechtun Ha, Samuel Oshon and Augustine Obispo -were found to contain highly stylized circular stone buildings (for more details on this architecture, see Harrison-Buck 2007; Harrison-Buck & McAnany 2006; McAnany 2007) . Between six and seven metres in diameter, the small circular buildings were the only stone constructions present and also the only free-standing buildings present at these three sites. At the Samuel Oshon site (Fig. 4) , the circular building (Structure 402) was located on the west side of the plaza and, as was the case at all three sites, the circular building is integrated into the plaza plan rather than added as a later addition (Harrison-Buck & McAnany 2006, 290) . Upright but listing, two stelae were situated in front of the doorway to Structure 402. At the Augustine Obispo site, a broken stela fragment was also found in front of the door jambs of the circular building (Structure 479: Fig. 5 ) while two other monuments were located about 20 m to the southwest (Thomas 2005, 125) . (The stela fragment was removed before the Figure 5 photograph was taken.) An altar and stela set were found about 5 m east of the doorway to Structure 10 at the third site, Pechtun Ha (Thomas 2005, 99) . The presence of monuments is significant for three reasons: (1) the paucity of large limestone blocks in the lower portion of the valley means that the stone was transported a considerable distance; (2) the monuments were never deeply implanted and therefore could have been recycled from another locale; and (3) stela presence corroborates the non-residential nature of these buildings while, at the same time, suggesting that the ritual practices taking place in Terminal Classic round buildings referenced pre-existing modes of authority within Classic Maya dynastic rule.
Where extra-mural excavation was conducted in front of the doorjambs -as at the Samuel Oshon and Augustine Obispo sites -marine gastropods (commonly called conch shells) and broken speleothems were found scattered amidst the stelae in a frequency that is much greater than that found in residential contexts (Harrison-Buck 2007, 163-84) . On the other hand, charcoal was not plentiful in the excavation of the circular buildings and none of the three was terminated by a burning event. Sufficient samples were retrieved from Operation 32 at circular Structure 479 of the Augustine Obispo site to bracket the construction, use and disuse of the building. Based on calibrated AMS radiocarbon assays (Table 3, an earlier shrine (visible in Fig. 5 ) predates the ninthcentury construction while charcoal from an upper, final-phase midden deposit (AA-58918) indicates that by the end of the tenth century, the shrine was no longer in use. Construction, use and disuse occurred within a period of 100-150 years. At this same time (between ad 800 and 900) in the Maya heartland to the west, an increasingly smaller number of hereditary dynasts dedicated stone monuments with inscribed long-count dates until ad 909, which is the date of the final known monument at Tonina, situated on the opposite (western) side of the Maya region.
As the survey teams documented the structural remains within the five selected survey swaths that crosscut the valley (Fig. 3) , it became obvious that at least three distinct site plans existed in the valley (Thomas 2005 as well as a ballcourt and a large, rectangular plaza plan evocative of but much smaller than a royal court. Thirdly, in mid-valley, a place we named Pakal Na contained neither circular shrines nor pyramids but rather a series of tall, linear platforms suitable for residences. Excavations as Pakal Na revealed a distinctive mortuary interment discussed below. Amidst these signature site plans were innumerable small platforms.
The significance of these contrastive architectural signatures is heightened by the presence of termination deposits at the Hershey site including human bone which suggest that the site may have experienced a violent end . A radiocarbon assay from charcoal found in one of these termination deposits (Table 3 , AA-58926) brackets a 2σ time period coeval with the circular structures located down river. In other words, the two events (construction of the circular shrines and violent termination of the Hershey site core) are statistically indistinguishable. On the basis of the differential frequency of temporally sensitive pottery, however, Harrison-Buck (2007, 371) argues for a more protracted final phase at the downriver sites with circular shrines.
Situated between the downriver sites with circular shrines and the upriver Hershey site of pyramidal architecture, Pakal Na features a series of large, elongated platforms (Thomas 2005, 87-92) . Upon excavation, Structure 130 was found to contain the deeply intruded burial of an older, adult male interred with mortuary items that suggest an identity as a warrior with farflung connections (Fig. 6) . On a ledge within the burial pit were the remains of a carved human skull mask and mandible. Bird and canine cartouches were carved on the sides of the mandible, the glyph for k'ahk ('smoke' or 'fire') on the forehead and a pop (woven mat) motif covered the top of the cranium (Fig. 7) . Alongside the carved human bone were jaguar teeth, dog canines, a conch shell and the partial remains of three other individuals (for expanded discussion of burial accoutrements, see ). The suite of pottery containers placed with this older male includes two pedestalled, pyriformshaped pottery vessels and two bottle-shaped vessels (Fig. 8) . Bey and Ringle (2007, 394) provide a convincing argument that the pyriform jar was a Terminal Classic cacao-drinking vessel. Radiocarbon assay on the ample charcoal from a burning ritual conducted during interment yielded a 2σ calibrated date range of ad 687-959 (Table 3 , AA-55938), a rather wide 2σ range but, nonetheless, one that is statistically coeval with both circular shrine construction and the termination deposit at the Hershey site. The significance of this burial for understanding circular shrines is discussed shortly. (Sabloff 1973; Smith 1982; Źrałka 2008; and Morales 1993 respectively; see Fig. 9 ). For some Terminal Classic constructions, only the substructural platform is preserved or was identified during excavation and there are likely many more Terminal Classic circular buildings in northern Yucatán that, in the absence of chronometric dating or ceramic seriation, are assumed to be Postclassic constructions. Figure 9 shows the location of known and possible (the latter indicated by a question mark) Terminal Classic Lowland Maya circular buildings and is adapted from earlier work by Harrison Buck (2007, 64, fig. 3 .1). Figure 9 includes only the circular structures that -on the basis of ceramics, associated artefacts, or stratigraphy -likely date to the end of the Classic period and predate Postclassic constructions. Particularly striking similarities among circular shrines occur in construction plan, use of finely cut stone, and evidence of repeated (re)novations during which buildings were renewed (Harrison-Buck & McAnany 2006) . With the exception of the large circular shrine dubbed El Caracol at Chichén Itzá, interior room size is consistently small (less than 7 m in diameter) and suggests that the ritual performance conducted inside these buildings involved a limited number of participants who may have embraced an identity as a trader, a member of a military soda lity, a religious practitioner or some combination of all three. Such an identity could have referenced a person who underwent initiation and legitimization at a Terminal Classic pilgrimage locale or tollan, such as Chichén Itzá. The preparation of special food or drink -possibly cacao -for those sitting on the circumferential bench, participating in interior shrine activities, or as offerings to icons that once adorned the shrines is suggested by the presence of three-legged metates -crafted from imported vesicular basalt -in the extramural spaces in front of Sibun Valley shrines.
Within the Sibun Valley, the 'invented tradition' (Hobsbawm 1983 , 1) that took place within and around Terminal Classic circular shrines appears to have woven together the acquisition of materials from afar with performance of a new kind of ritual practice. As difficult as it is to specify the nature and objective of this ritual practice, the shape of the buildings and the added presence of spiral 'conch' shells in the extramural area in front of Sibun shrines (Fig. 10) gives credence to the notion that activities referenced or invoked the feathered serpent deity (Quetzalcoatl in Nahuatl or Kukulkan in Yukatek Mayan, as I suggested in a paper that I delivered at the 2003 meetings of the Society for American Archaeology later 
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Terminal Classic circular structures Harrison-Buck (2007 Peterson et al. 2005) . This evidence along with the fact that shrines were integrated into plaza plans (rather than built as intrusive additions: see Marine gastropods were used as decorative and acoustical architectural elements at Punta Islote on Cozumel Island (Schávelzon 1985, figs. 6 & 12) . Although not circular in shape, this Postclassic shrine building featured a preserved, plastered conical roof studded with marine shells (Freidel & Sabloff 1984, 53) , which were said to sound when the wind blew hard (Sabloff pers. comm. 2007) . At the Augustine Obispo shrine, shells were clustered in front of the doorjamb as if fallen architectural elements. If these shells originally studded the front façades of the circular shrines and had been positioned to sound in the wind, then these structures represented excellent architectural examples of what Taube (2000, 102) refers to as the 'breath of life'. Significant for the argument at hand, Taube (2000, 102) proposes a connection between the generalized Mesoamerican concept of the 'breath of life' and feathered serpent representations, conch spirals and circular buildings. Early colonial representation of the Highland Mexican deity Ce Acatl Topiltzin Quetzalcoatl includes a circular shield that is a cross-section of a conch shell (Sahagún 1982, 165) . Conch shell as a visual and acoustical metaphor for the wind deity -said to have swept the path for the rain deity (Taube 2000) -is particularly intriguing in light of the fact that the Spanish word used to describe the circular building of Chichén Itzá is caracol or 'snail shell' (Fig. 1) . In this way, the local marine conch shells used to adorn the Sibun Valley shrines referenced a larger body of meaning and practice with locally available materials.
Figure 9. Maya region showing the location of Terminal Classic circular structures including those discovered in the Sibun Valley. This new base map is significantly revised from an earlier version presented in
Sibun Valley shrines also were vernacularized by virtue of the inclusion of speleothems. Small pieces often were found during excavation along the front of buildings (Peterson et al. 2005, 233) . At Pechtun Ha, a massive 'curtain' speleothem was used as a facing stone for the round building. Marilyn Masson (pers. comm. 2011) notes a similar pattern from Postclassic Mayapan where speleothems formed part of an armature for stucco figurines. Clustered around the doorways of the Sibun shrines, the speleothems could be the relict structure of stucco figures that once framed the portal to the shrines. Incorporating speleothems into circular shrines appears to have been a local innovation unique to the Sibun Valley.
In terms of meaning making, speleothems and marine shells marked special-purpose buildings and instantiated concerns with fertility and regeneration while also speaking to the importance of local landscape and local knowledge in the creation of Sibun Valley shrines. The transport of marine shell from the Caribbean Sea -about a day's canoe-ride distant (Harrison-Buck 2007, 184) -signals identification with the sea and the highly navigable inner channel that allowed rapid canoe travel along the Caribbean seaboard. Possibly, raw materials from caves and the sea were built into circular shrines in order to fuse and ground the heterodoxic beliefs materialized in such buildings with local lived experience.
Discussion
In tacking between the local and the 'global' -as ninth-century inhabitants of the western Caribbean seaboard might have perceived it -the question of how and why the Sibun Valley became part of a network of circular shrines is of central concern. From the perspective of the valley, entanglements with networks along which obsidian and basalt were moved from the south appear to have been maintained although with new emphasis on coastal transport. During the Terminal Classic period, many new communities were founded along the Caribbean coastline and offshore cays as populations relocated to be involved with the opportunities afforded by enhanced coastal transport (McKillop 2005) . In reference to the increased number of communities along the coast and lagoons of northern Belize, Masson and Mock (2004, 401) observe that 'these Terminal Classic populations seemed to have managed, at some sites, to turn the Classic-period collapse into an opportunity to build a new Maya world'. Sibun-like shrines were built at several locales in northern Belize, and Harrison-Buck (2007, 265-70) notes the presence of Kik-group pottery -a strong indicator of Terminal Classic occupation in northern Belize -in the Sibun sites of the lower valley that contain circular shrines. Strong networking is indicated among coastal Belizean sites, the Sibun Valley, and the southern Guatemalan sources of obsidian and basalt.
The obsidian acquisition pattern for ninthcentury Sibun Valley residents differs noticeably from the pattern documented by Braswell (2010, 136) for Chichén Itzá, which evinces strong connections with far-flung Mexican sources to the west during the ninth century. Within the Sibun Valley there is also a noticeable lack of Yucatec pottery, such as slateware, which might signal active engagement via trade or diplomatic gifting between northern places such as Chichén Itzá and locales in the Sibun Valley. Although the massive Caracol shrine at Chichén Itzá is evocative of the 'mother ship' of round buildings, close examination of the concordance between construction events at Chichén Itzá and the Sibun Valley indicates that only the early phases of the Caracol -which consisted of a tall circular platform lacking a superstructure (Ruppert 1935 ) -could have overlapped with the construction of the Sibun buildings. In other words, the Sibun shrines likely predate the construction of the Caracol 'tower' or circular building seen in Figure 1 .
This lack of concordance begets the questions of what link, if any, existed between the powerful northern capital of Chichén Itzá and a cacao-producing valley located 350 km to the south in a straight-line distance. Although Chichén Itzá is often accorded imperial status, it seems unlikely that the Sibun Valley was colonized by this distant capital. Within the valley, there are no recognizable indicators of a troop garrison or the implanting of a cadet lineage from a distant capital. Rather, a relation of mutual attraction and desire may have existed between the two locales. That is, inhabitants of the Sibun Valley were attracted by the impressive tollan to the north and residents of Chichén Itzá desired the cacao so readily grown in the riverine soils of the Valley. The soils of the northern Yukatek plains are too thin and dry for cacao cultivation except in localized and highly valued sinkholes (rejolladas) within which deep soils accumulate and moisture is retained. The seeds of cacao pods were ground and mixed with water and condiments to create a drink that -from Preclassic times forward -played a central role in ritual practices linked with the sociality of the life cycle -marriage, initiation and accession -and of political alliance and peacemaking. Interest in and a desire for cacao seeds are indicated by the iconography of Chichén Itzá. A capstone from the Temple of the Owls depicts a deity impersonator standing on a coiled snake tail within a 'U'-shaped rejollada that is filled with fruiting cacao; a jade plaque recovered from the Sacred Cenote is carved with a fruiting cacao tree held in the grasp of a man wearing a feathered headdress (Coggins & Shane 1984, 59) . Recent excavations at Chichén Itzá have uncovered numerous examples of carved stone panels on which cacao iconography is conspicuously present at the Osario Platform, House of the Phalli, House of the Snails and Temple of the Owls (Schmidt 2007, figs. 20, 29, 30 & 32) . This evidence suggests that inhabitants of this powerful northern locale may have pursued a special interest in cacao-producing areas such as the Sibun Valley.
For ninth-century residents of the Sibun Valley, their lived experience encapsulated that moment in time when the dynastic authority of the royal courts to the west was retracting and the vitality and influence of capitals to the north were expanding. With increasingly less emphasis on hereditary aristocracies, the northern capitals -particularly Chichén Itzá -presented new opportunities for political alliance that had not existed 100 years earlier. Ringle (2004, 167) and others suggest that the magnetism of Chichén Itzá was a function of its identity as a tollan, one of a succession of places throughout Mesoamerica that occupied a premier position in reference to the ideology of leadership. At these places -which included Teotihuacan, Tula and Cholula (all located west of the Maya region) -imagery and architecture is strongly linked with the feathered serpent deity. Analysing the spatial emphasis on procession and large public spaces as well as the masculinist iconography that references warriors with eclectic costuming who perform rituals such as nose piercing and penis perforation, Ringle (2004) argues that investiture in military sodalities for males of variable social status (thus the eclectic costuming) formed a core activity at temples associated with the Great Ballcourt of Chichén Itzá -an unorthodox construction from a southern Lowland Maya perspective. An analogy with Mecca -and the piety and status gained by making a pilgrimage for investiture -may be relevant here.
Back in the Sibun Valley, the person buried at Pakal Na with cacao-drinking vessels displays many of the characteristics of a person who had been invested into a military sodality; particularly suggestive is the carved human bone . The avian and canid cartouches carved on the mandible directly reference military sodalities. The glyph for smoke, k'ahk, that is carved on the forehead refers to the god k'awil. During Postclassic times, the title of k'awil was employed in reference to leaders who governed towns that were subsidiary to the Itzá (Ringle 2004, 212) . The woven pop design carved on the cranial vault of the trophy skull is a widely recognized symbol of authority and may reference the bestowal of authority from a place that conferred political legitimacy upon initiates who lacked access to the accession rituals of hereditary aristocrats. Conceivably, the primary burial from Pakal Na was interred with these unusual accoutrements because he had been initiated at a tollan and had embraced a political and military ideology that differed from Classic Maya orthodoxy; the latter stressed the transmission of power through dynastic lines.
The vernacularized circular shrines and the burial of an older man with accoutrements suggestive of a connection to a tollan conjure images of a more heterodox world than is suggested by the term 'the Classic Maya'. The Caribbean seaboard during Terminal Classic times was a place of pronounced dynamism, a time of exaggerated power shifts with clear winners and losers. Even within the watershed of the Sibun Valley it is clear that the heterodoxic ambience of the Terminal Classic period did not mesh smoothly with Classic Maya dynastic orthodoxy. Although the circular shrines display no evidence of a violent termination, excavations at the upriver Hershey site revealed that the passageways of the elite residential group are filed with debris (including human skeletal remains) from what appears to have been a sudden and violent termination (for specific details, see .
Analogous evidence of 'negative' or 'antagonistic termination' (Canuto & Andrews 2008, 260) has been described for Terminal Classic deposits at both northern and southern Lowland sites (Barrett & Scherer 2005; Navarro Farr et al. 2008; Pagliaro et al. 2003; Stanton & Gallareta Negrón 1999; Sullivan et al. 2008) . These locales provide evidence of a conflict of opposing ideologies that existed during a time when 'Classic Maya culture and society were renegotiated, sometimes violently' (Aimers 2007, 332) .
Conclusions
A persistent tension within the practice of Maya archaeology exists between the study of the rich corpus of materials relating to Classic Maya royalty (architecture, iconography and texts in particular) and investigation of the lived experiences of the majority of the population whose lives were text-free and whose housing and ritual structures were considerably more modest. The term 'Classic Maya', so often used by archaeologists, creates an imagined monolithic iden-tity while also privileging the materialized inequality of royal contexts as the 'real stuff' of Maya archaeology. This top-down view creates a perception of unassailable authority and thereby renders the cessation of Classic Maya royal authority mysterious. This essay does not deny that Classic Maya rulership was a dominant ideology, but it trains a spotlight on the agency of those who thrived on the spatial and temporal margin of that authority. In so doing, the transformations that occurred at the end of the Classic period take shape not as a mysterious collapse brought on by drought, over-farming, or bellicose rulers, but as a political and economic transition facilitated by the non-resilience of divine rulership. The Terminal Classic period becomes a time during which alternative and more broadly construed forms of political alliance and martial membership became possible for persons who likely had limited life opportunities while living in the shadow of hereditary aristocracies.
Some of the changes that occurred at the end of the Classic period were nonreversible. The instantiation of political authority via monumental architecture was reduced during the Postclassic period but hereditary aristocracies -albeit more metropolitan than their Classic period forebears -survived and held sway in northern Yucatán and central Petén when Spanish incursions began during the sixteenth century. Not until 1697 did Spaniards vanquish the last remaining indigenous aristocracy in the Maya region.
Intriguingly, the heterodoxic practices discussed herein integrated materials from the local landscape into a ritual architecture that invoked an authority and sacred tenets that originated outside of the Classic Maya world. The widespread network of circular shrines indicates the translative efficacy of this ideology. Regardless of whether the shrines were based upon a messianic ideology or simply included persons of more variable social status, a new kind of identity and ritual practice is indicated for the lower Sibun Valley. For most persons living in Classic Maya society, identity was vested in a localized existence given meaning by ritual cycles keyed to local landscape and meteorological conditions, but external political and economic forces also shaped the outlines of identity. This study has examined the manner in which identity was forged on the anvil of history and context in one valley of the eastern Maya lowlands. Just as the impact of Classic-period rulers was variable across the region, evidence of the religious heterodoxy discussed herein and its associated webs of material exchange is not present at all Terminal Classic Maya sites although it is quite visible along navigable rivers and sea-lanes of the Caribbean seaboard. Even within the Sibun Valley, there is evidence of pronounced variation and of violent conflict over ideologies, the latter evidenced at the Hershey site in the upper part of the valley. This variation likely reflects the positionality of local elites in relation to extant and burgeoning alliance networks that existed at the end of the Classic period.
I anticipate that more circular shrines will be discovered, particularly at strategic locations along the Caribbean seaboard. The examples from eastern Guatemala -Ix Kol and Ixtonton -suggest that a continuous network may have existed from Seibal northeast to the Caribbean. If the vernacularization of the Sibun shrines is any indication, we can also anticipate that each shrine location may exhibit subtle but distinct characteristics that suggest translation of cosmic concepts into the vernacular of local landscape. Careful documentation of these subtle characteristics of a social stratigraphy (McAnany & Hodder 2009 ) that exists immediately below the surface is critical to understanding human agency and local practice during this turbulent time. Fogelin (2007, 66 ) urges researchers to employ innovative 'blended approaches' to the study of religion and ritual as a strategy to boost the hermeneutic potential of fragmentary evidentiary materials. In this study, a wide range of evidence has been considered and interpreted in reference to opportunities and constraints within which agency was enacted and ritual performed. In the process, the political and religious dynamism of Terminal Classic Maya times has been glimpsed, the diversity of life experiences embraced rather than brushed aside, and the significance of local knowledge and landscape fully accredited. The entire crew of the Xibun Archaeological Research Project -staff, field school students, and local assistants who conducted the fieldwork reported upon in this analysis -deserves a round of applause. Landowners in the Sibun Valley kindly allowed access to archaeological sites and caves. Special recognition goes to the late Augustine Obispo, steward and namesake of the Obispo site; he played a vital role in the construction of recent Sibun Valley history. The late Elias Ortiz is remembered for his unfailing friendship and extraordinary excavation skills. Finally, this research would not have been possible without the logistical support of the late Bruce Cullerton who worked with MacGyver ingenuity to keep afloat an aging fleet of vehicles.
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